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China Outbound Tourism Update
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Chinese outbound tourism
in the first nine months of 2018

According to COTRI Analytics, in the first three quarters of 2018 (Jan-Sept)
a total of 123 million border crossings from Mainland China took place,
representing an increase of 14% YoY.
More than half of the trips went beyond Greater China (Hong Kong,
Macau, Taiwan).
2018
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Global international tourism growth up to 2030
The UNWTO graph illustrates the strong growth of international tourism, with a forecast of reaching 1.8 billion
border-crossing trips by 2030, adding 500 million to the 1.32 billion of 2017.
COTRI forecasts that 2018 will see a total of 160 million Chinese arrivals worldwide. By 2030, 390 million
outbound trips will originate in Mainland China, 250 million more than 2017 - meaning that HALF of the
additional outbound travellers in next decade will be CHINESE.
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Six Trends in Chinese outbound tourism 2018

2018
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TREND 1: Further segmentation of Chinese
outbound tourism source market
Today no more than 10% of Chinese citizens possess passports
Almost all live in 1st and 2nd tier cities
Until Now Only Four Economic Regions As
Main Tourist Source Regions

The vast majority of
Chinese have yet to
experience their first-ever
long-distance leisure trip
(inside or outside China)
2018
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Increasingly Diverse Age Groups
中Chinese outbound tourists:
Middle aged -> diverse demographic age mix

中A growing number of older Chinese tourists is looking to invest their free
time and money in travelling the world
中Education strongly influences numbers of Chinese outbound travelers –
many Chinese are studying overseas in the US, Australia and the UK, as
well as in other countries and draw additional VFR (Visiting Friends and
Relatives) visitors and also attract other related investment from China
中 More and more secondary schoolaged students are also taking part in
educational summer camps and
exchange semesters www.china-outbound.com
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The Changing
Role of China’s Outbound
Tourismrole of Chinese
TREND
2: Changing
political
outbound tourism

Change of Chinese governments global policy – Soft Power through tourism
and new international organisations – BRICS, Belt and Road Initiative,
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation
韬光养晦
Taoguang Yanghui

“China has entered a New Era where it
should take centre stage in the world.”
Xi Jinping , 19th CCP Congress October
2017
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2018: The End of CNTA
– New Ministry of
Cultureinstitutions
and Tourism
New

In March 2018 the National People‘s Congress (NPC) decided that the
Ministry of Culture and CNTA China National Tourism Administration will
be merged into a new Ministry of Culture and Tourism.
NPC official announcement: “The move is aimed at coordinating the
development of cultural and tourism industries, enhancing the country's
soft power and cultural influence, and promoting cultural exchanges
internationally.”
The World Tourism Cities Federation (started 2012, Beijing) becoming
more important.
The new World Tourism Alliance (started 2017, Hangzhou) building big
new headquarter in Hangzhou.www.china-outbound.com
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TREND 3: From Quantity to Quality
• “Be careful what you wish for”: Many destination find themselves in a situation of
being visited by large numbers of Chinese mass-market package tour groups, which
boost the arrival numbers but stay only for a short period of time at a destination
(concentrating on the most famous destinations and sights during high season) and
create very limited yields.
• With the growing importance of Chinese independent travellers (FITs) and Chinese
Modular Outbound Travellers (MOTs), quality and value for money take the place of
quantity and cheap price.
• Chinese FITs and MOTs are tiring of travelling overseas and meeting mostly fellow
countrymen in a destination, of engaging just in shopping and sightseeing. They
become more and more interested in new, authentic offers based on local culture and
nature if provided and communicatedwww.china-outbound.com
in the right way and through the right channels as
2018
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Customized Travel.

TREND 4: Rapid easing of visa requirements for
Chinese outbound tourists
Simplified visa procedures
27 destinations offer visa-free entry for
Chinese citizens
39 destinations offer visa on arrival or E-Visa
for Chinese citizens

www.china-outbound.com

Visa free entry:
Asia

UAE
Jeju Province, South Korea
Indonesia
Quang Ninh Province, Vietnam
North America Barbados
Bahamas
Grenada
Antigua and Barbuda
Dominica
Haiti
Saint Kitts and Nevis
Turks and Caicos Islands
Jamaica
South America Ecuador
Europe
Serbia
San Marino, Albania, Bosnia & Hercegovina
Oceania
Fiji
Tonga
French Polynesia
Northern Mariana Islands
Samoa
Africa
Mauritius
Seychelles
Réunion
Morocco
Tunisia
Antarctic
South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands
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TREND 5: Improved connectivity for second tier
airports in China and in host destinations
More direct flight connections
In 2017 more than 100 new air connections were started, with more in the
pipeline for 2018, mostly connecting second tier airports in China and abroad.

www.china-outbound.com
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TREND 6: Better information, Mobile Payment
More information available
Most global destinations have intensified their provision of information to both Chinese outbound tour
operators and to potential FIT visitors, using fairs like the new ITB China or Social Media in the form of
WeChat channels entries, online trainings, and increasingly videos.
With each year of Chinese travellers visiting more diverse destinations the chance is getting bigger for
potential travellers to know somebody (in real life or online) who already visited a specific destination and
can give advise, making it easier to organize a trip without the help of a tour operator.
IT and AI provide increasingly sophisticated tools to receive customized information before and during the
trip.

www.china-outbound.com
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Chinese outbound travellers used to be happy if tourism service
providers, retailers and ATMs accepted UnionPay credit cards.

Chinese travellers now are demanding strongly the acceptance of mobile payment
freeing them from money exchange and danger of pickpocket thefts.
If shops and service providers do not accept AliPay or WeChat Pay (and soon UnionPay
Mobile), a growing number of them will try to find another business offering this service.

Accepting mobile payment has developed from an extra service to a necessity.
www.china-outbound.com
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Customized Travels of Chinese Visitors to Europe
- Results of a Joint Study of COTRI and Ctrip

Main Findings
• Chinese holidaymakers’ growing demand for Customized tour is unique and leading on a global
scale.
• The Customized travel market in China is universal, young, and fast-growing
• Chinese tourism industry has moved into the “Age 3.0“ represented by Customized travel
• Chinese travellers preferred in-depth and Customized travel in 2017.
• The business of Customized travel to Europe increased significantly:
it made up 10% of the whole outbound Customized travel market; demand increased by 130%.

www.china-outbound.com
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Customised Travel: The fastest growing sector

CTRIP APPROACH: CUSTOMISED TRAVEL
Customised travel advantages
Growing number of Chinese
travelling as FITs.
But FITs’ experience is not
suitable for everyone.
Customised tours start to take
significant shares.
Ctrip 2017:
•

package group tours 44%

•

FIT related products 42%

•

Private groups and
customised tours 14%

Customized Travels of Chinese Visitors to Europe
- Results of a Joint Study of COTRI and Ctrip

• Over six million Chinese citizens visited
Europe in 2017.
• The number is estimated to exceed 12
million if Chinese travelers’ visits to other
European countries in same trip are included.
• Europe received 9.3% of the total Chinese
outbound travellers.
Distribution of Chinese Travellers to
Europe by Age

• 53% of all Chinese travellers visited Europe in
2017 were female.
• 48% were between 30 and 49 years of age.

www.china-outbound.com
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Customized Travels of Chinese Visitors to Europe
- Results of a Joint Study of COTRI and Ctrip
• “In-depth travel“ is the most frequently
requested keyword.
• Customized travellers look into details:
duration of the flight, exclusive car, Chinesespeaking tour guide etc.
• Special needs: local gourmet offers, wedding
photo shooting etc.
• Customized travellers: 1 -2 countries per trip
• Packaged-tour travellers: more than 3
countries per trip
• The average length of stay 10-12 days per
trip for Customized travellers
www.china-outbound.com
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Customized Travels of Chinese Visitors to Europe
- Results of a Joint Study of COTRI and Ctrip
• Customized travellers are more willing to
visit niche places with features and arrange
personalised activities.
• Example: Customized study tour to
Prestigious universities with Special themes
like architecture, art, design etc.
• Examples:
• Honeymoon tours to Northern European
countries, Watching Aurora borealis; hot
spring, skiing etc.
• Wedding tour to South European countries,
proposal, mock marriage ceremony,
wedding photography etc.
• Local Food - 50% of customers are interested
to learn about local food, especially in
France, Italy, and Spain.
www.china-outbound.com
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Customized Travels of Chinese Visitors to Europe
- Results of a Joint Study of COTRI and Ctrip
First tier cities are still home to more than half of all customized
travellers, but second and third tier cities are catching up fast.

www.china-outbound.com
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China’s outbound tourism – You ain’t seen nothin’ yet
Thank you for your attention!
Looking forward to your comments and questions
For more information:
Subscribe for free to COTRI Weekly on www.china-outbound.com
Watch for free every two weeks: DragonTrail & COTRI:
China Outbound Pulse Videos – Interviews with Chinese
travellers and insights from Prof. Outbound on Youtube.com

Contact COTRI
arlt@china-outbound.com
Tel. +49 40 558 99 576
www.china-outbound.com

